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What is Power BI?
Microsoft Power BI is a data visualization tool that works to turn
your unrelated sources of data into coherent, visually immersive,
and interactive insights. Whether your data is a simple Excel
spreadsheet, or a collection of cloud-based and on-premises
hybrid data warehouses, Power BI lets you easily connect to your
data sources, visualize (or discover) what’s important, and share
that with anyone and everyone you want.

Where do we start?
Power BI is a powerful data transformation and visualization tool
which can be used to build a very complex enterprise reporting
solution. Complex solutions often involve advanced technical
and development skills, which not everyone or every business
has access to. The good news is that there are more basic ways
to begin benefitting from Power BI, which can then be used
as a launching point to determine the level of complexity and
investment that your company would most benefit from.
To help you take this first step, Encore has developed an entry
level Power BI app that can be implemented for out of the box
Dynamics 365 Business Central data. It is a small investment to
get a look at what Power BI can do, and to foster ideas on where
you might want to take it within your business.

“Analysts and Data Scientists spend up to 80% of their time
on data preparation delaying the ability to analyze information
and make timely decisions” - Gartner
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What does the solution
include?
Currently there are three modules with more on the way. The
first module is Finance which includes Revenue, COGS, Gross
and Net Income, Year over year performance along with Actual
vs Budgeted Net Income. You also receive Balance Sheet and
Income Statement reports that let you drill down into the GL
entries in Business Central. The Sales module lists Sales KPIs,
performance by month or map representation of geographical
performance and item performance and Accounts Receivable
metrics along with overdue accounts. The Purchasing module
rounds out the solution by providing data on Purchase Orders,
Accounts Payable and Purchase Order variance.

The Microsoft Power BI app for Business Central
provides a powerful set of reports and dashboards
that will be implemented for you. Once installed,
you can create new visualizations, customize the
branding, link to additional data sources and much
more. You will no longer be dealing with historical
static reports. You now have interactive and predictive
reporting at your disposal using Power BI. Your
Power BI app subscription gives you access to all
the latest app features as they are released. Setup
and upgrade of the app are included as part of your
subscription price. You can also help to contribute
ideas to improve the app by sharing your feedback
with our development team through your Account
Executive.
The Power BI app is billed monthly at only $75 per
month per tenant. App users require a Power BI Pro
license (not included in the price of the app).
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Contact Encore to learn more and start
taking advantage of Power BI apps for
Dynamics 365 Business Central:
clientservices@encorebusiness.com
www.encorebusiness.com
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Cost:
$75 per month per tenant
Requires a Power BI Pro license, not
included in the price of the app

